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Audience-driven approach I Evidence-based
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What does the 
literature say?

What do we want to do 
based on our 
experience?
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Audience-driven approach I Strategic committment
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Strategic Objective 1 I Deliver trustworthy
assessment and communication of risks 
from farm to fork

Expected Operational Result 1.2.1 I An 
audience-first approach ensures quality 
throughout risk communication

Responds to multiple provisions of the 
Transparency Regulation > fostering 
public understanding, being clear and 
accesible, taking risk perceptions into 
account et al.
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What does it mean I How we make it happen
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People are different I Understanding our audiences

“Generic” trust
Trusts everyone

Source: 
Statistical data 
analysis of EB Food 
Safety in the EU 
(2019)
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http://www.efsa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/corporate_publications/files/Eurobarometer2019_Food-safety-in-the-EU_Full-report.pdf


Social research I Understanding our audiences
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“Targeted” research explores a 
specific topic or an audience to 
best frame the communication 

“Strategic” research
helps us inform communication 

planning and the choice of 
topics
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Listen and adjust I How are we involving audiences?
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… which includes 
message testing within 
the campaign 
development process:

e.g. 10 online focus 
groups held for 
#EUChooseSafeFood
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Increased focus on campaigns means tailoring content to the 
information needs of our target audiences …
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Listen and adjust I Next stages of user involvement
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User research 
& 

Personalised 
journeys

Joint 4-year 
framework 

contract 
launched 
with ENVI 
agencies

User research planning: setting up the 
whole framework - Sept 21

User research implementation
(starting Q1 22)

To improve 
accessibility and 

usability, with 
personalised
experience 

according to 
audience

How

Why

What



Making it clearer I Explaining our science 
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Adding Plain Language 
Summaries (PLS) to our 

publication toolkit

Work ongoing with external contractor to be able to 
implement PLS in a structured way across 
EFSA’s scientific work as of 2022:

• First PLS under new pilot approach planned 
(internal launch & assessment); 100 PLS 
published at end of pilot

• Focus group with target audiences in 2022

• In the context of EFSA 2027, PLS will become 
part of EFSA’s communication “package” with
more prominence given to visual abstracts and 
summaries



Tailor it to EU 27 I Expanding multilingual approach
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• Introduction of the Spanish website version in 2020 to complement EN, FR, DE and IT

• Neural machine translation pilot in 2021 – identified EC eTranslation tool as feasible 
option for EFSA website

• Way forward > hybrid solution: NMT + Human translation (via CdT) of website structure in 
additional languages by Q4 2021; remaining languages by end 2022;

• Further investments in translating the entire website content as well as the scientific work 
(primary communication products) in the context of EFSA 2027
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https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.ombudsman.europa.eu%2Fen%2Fcorrespondence%2Fen%2F129519&data=04%7C01%7C%7C959bfde6628b4cfb492e08d978e349ad%7C406a174be31548bdaa0acdaddc44250b%7C1%7C0%7C637673739853664141%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=vvpH4IaECh0EMGuaYkq2m%2BAtsIJj1gsgeZKlAhJrXlQ%3D&reserved=0


Social media I A tailored approach
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A unique tool in EFSA’s communication toolbox 

Social listening I Provides insights into online discourses, 

sentiment, audience interests 

Social media always approach I One of our key communication 

channels to deliver accessible, clear and engaging content

Interaction I Engagement with audiences and sharing of

interactive content on different social networks (e.g. campaign 
material tailored to Instagram)



Communicating in every situation I Our commitment
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We are investing further to maintain 
excellence in comms both in “peace” 

and “crisis” time

New tools to understand emerging risks (e.g. 
flash polls with target audiences)

Expansion of coordinated communication 
activities with MS, EC and ENVI agencies

Revamp of the crisis communication 
guidelines and new roadmap

Trustworthy communication of risks from 
farm to fork remains our core work 



Is it a success? I How we plan to measure this
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We intend to monitor three major components of the audience-
first approach as part of EFSA 2027

Satisfaction 
with our 
products 

Leverage of 
social science

Translation 
outreach


